Connected Life
Setting up your senior’s iPad
A guide for reducing confusion and frustration for less-abled seniors
Apple’s iPad is a superb tablet that offers a wide range of functions to suit every need. There are
many apps, screens, sounds, and pop-up notifications to help you navigate your iPad experience.
Unfortunately, while these features are helpful for many of us, they can intimidate or confuse many
seniors, especially those with cognitive issues due to aging or those who have never used this
technology before.
This guide is recommended for seniors who are likely to be
intimidated or confused by a standard iPad setup
For best results, use all recommended settings in this guide

Use your own
judgment to select
settings for more
capable seniors

Apple has provided many settings to customize your senior’s iPad experience. Even with these
settings there is no way to totally eliminate sources of confusion for your senior while retaining the
full range of Connected Life features1. Still, this guideline will give you what you need to get close.
Don’t worry if you make a mistake. You can always go back and revisit each of these settings to make
sure they are just right for you and your senior loved one.
The following pages provide recommendations for how to configure each section of your iPad’s
Settings. To get the most out of this guide:
• Turn your senior’s iPad on and, if you have not already done so, complete Apple’s initial
setup process
o IMPORTANT: When asked if you want location services, answer YES
• Open the Settings app on your senior’s iPad,
• Scroll to the top of the list on the left side of the screen,
• Carefully follow the instructions on the following pages, adjusting all settings as noted,2
• After you have set up each item, spend a moment to verify your settings, using the screenshot
on each page as your guide.
Congratulations on your decision to engage with your senior loved one via Connected Life.

1

Apple provides a feature called “Guided Access” that will lock the iPad down to just one app. If you choose to use
this feature, Video Calling will be disabled.
2
Choose custom settings for your senior if needed but we can provide the best support if you use the settings as
shown in this guide.
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The Basics, including app downloads

Tap each item in the red box on the left to access associated settings3

Tap here to set up an iCloud account4 for your
loved one.

You may have
already set up iCloud
as part of the initial
iPad startup process

OFF
Tap here to connect to your senior’s WiFi
network

Use Apple’s onscreen instructions

ON
App Store

Leave Settings, go to the App Store then
download Connected Life View and Skype

Return to Settings
when done

3

Some users may see this underneath Bluetooth settings:
. Please ignore this.
IMPORTANT: Make sure that you select an iCloud account that is unique to your senior loved one or you will be
unable to make FaceTime calls
4

2

Notifications

Tap “Notifications” on left to access associated settings
Tap on Show Previews then select “Never”
Tap FaceTime then
• Allow Notifications: ON
• Turn “Notification Center” OFF
• Sound: Select “Opening”
• Set other options as desired
Tap FaceTime then
• Allow Notifications: ON
• Turn “Notification Center” OFF
• Set other options as desired
Tap each of the other app icons then turn off
“Allow Notifications”

Recommendation:
Leave other options at
Apple defaults

Recommendation:
Leave other options at
Apple defaults
Optional: Leave
notifications on for
other apps your senior
uses
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Sounds

Tap “Sounds” on left to access associated settings
Use this slider to adjust FaceTime ringer
volume
• Apple defaults this volume to 50%

Raise this volume to
60-75% or higher if
your senior has
hearing challenges

Use the switch in this row to turn this setting
OFF

Tap each of these rows then scroll to the top of
the list of optional Alert Tones and select
“None”

Optional: Select other
alert sounds if you
expect your senior to
use any of these
applications (unlikely)

Use the switch in this row to turn this setting
OFF
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Do Not Disturb

Tap “Do Not Disturb” on left to access associated settings
Use the switch in this row to turn this setting
OFF
• All other settings on this screen can be
ignored

If you wish to use Do
Not Disturb, follow
Apple’s on-screen
instructions
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Screen Time
You will be using Screen Time to lock out access to all apps that you do not expect your senior
to be using. In a later step, you will also be hiding these apps away such that your senior is
unlikely to find them. If your senior does find and tap on any of these apps, they will see a
screen similar to this:

This screen will appear if your senior taps on most apps other than Life View5

Your senior may tap this button to return to
the Home screen

Recommended: your
senior should click
the Home button if
lost

If your senior taps this line, they will see
additional options.
• You can minimize confusion at this point
by setting a Screen Time Passcode as
described in a later step in this guide

Recommended: your
senior should click
the Home button if
lost

Make sure you have provided your senior with this instruction:
If you ever get lost, just click the Home button until you see a screen with nothing but the
Life View icon. Tap on the Life View icon and you will re-enter Connected Life.6

5
6

You should occasionally check your senior’s iPad to shut down any extraneous your senior may have opened
See p. 17 “Congratulations” for more.

6
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Setting up Screen Time – Getting Started
Turn your iPad to the Portrait or Vertical orientation and tap Screen Time

IF you see the screen above left, follow instructions on this page, otherwise, proceed to page 8
Tap on this row to start the Screen Time
setup process

The screen shown above
left appears

Tap the Continue button after you have
read the introduction

The screen shown above
right appears
IMPORTANT: if you see
the screen shown below
left, tap “Back” to undo

Tap “This is My iPad” and the screen
shown below right will appear

8

Screen Time – Configure app lock-out

When this screen appears (see p. 8 above) follow the instructions below
Settings should look like
this when done

Tap Downtime then turn Downtime ON
and configure settings as follows:
• Select “Every Day”
• Set “From” to 12:00 AM
• Set “To” to 11:59 PM

Tap Always Allowed then:
• Use the
icons to remove all but
Phone and FaceTime from the “Allowed
Apps” list
• Use the
icons to add…
o Life View
o Skype7
o Optional: apps of your choosing8
Use this button to set up a passcode that
will prevent your senior from disabling
Screen Time

7
8

Settings should look like
this when done

Make sure to save this
passcode in a safe and
secure location

If Life View or Skype are not available, go to the App Store now and download them
If you download apps at a later time, return to this setting and add them to the “Allowed Apps” list

9

DO NOT use this button or you will be
forced to repeat these setup steps

Screen Time must be ON
to enable safe mode
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General

Tap “General” on left to access associated settings

Tap About then tap Name and type a
memorable name for your iPad.

This name is used by
iCloud to identify your
iPad for “Find My…”
service

Tap < About then < General in the upper
middle part of the screen to return to the
list of General settings as shown above
Tap AirDrop then select “Receiving Off”
Tap this row then:
• Tap “Automatically AirPlay to TVs” and
select “Never”
• Use the switch in the next row to turn
Handoff OFF
Tap this row then use switch at the top of
the next screen to turn Background App
Refresh OFF
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Control Center

Tap “Control Center” on left to access associated settings
Use the switch in this row to turn this
setting OFF
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Display & Brightness

Tap “Display & Brightness” on left to access associated settings
Select this radio button to select the “Light”
appearance
Use the switch in this row to turn this
setting OFF

Tap on this row then:
• Use the switch in the row labeled
“Scheduled” to turn this setting ON
• Tap the row labeled “From/To” then
select “Sunset to Sunrise”

Your iPad will remain in
“Light” appearance
regardless of time of day
Your iPad will
automatically turn on the
eye-saving “Night Shift”
mode every evening
If the “Sunset to Sunrise”
schedule is not shown on
your iPad, follow
instructions below

Tap on this row then select “15 Minutes”

If the “Sunset to Sunrise” schedule is not available in your Night Shift settings:
• Tap on “Privacy” on the left-hand side of your screen
• Use the switch in the Location Services row at the top of the Privacy setting list to turn
this setting ON then tap “Share My Location” and turn Find My iPad ON
13
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Home Screen & Dock

Tap “Home Screen & Dock” on left to access associated settings
Select this radio button to show bigger
icons on the Home screen

…

Use the switch in this row to turn this
setting OFF
Tap on this row then:
• Use the switch in the row labeled
“Allow Multiple Apps” to turn this
setting OFF

…

Use the switch in this row to turn this
setting OFF

When you are done, the
Dock on your iPad will be
blank
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Accessibility

Tap “Accessibility” on left to access associated settings
No changes are required on this screen
Optional: If you want to use the AutoAnswer feature of Facetime9:
• Tap this row
• On the next screen, tap on Call Audio
Routing at the bottom
• On the next screen, tap on Auto-Answer
Calls at the bottom
• On the next screen, use the switch in
the row labeled Auto Answer Calls to
turn this setting ON
• Tap on the “+ | -“ buttons on the bottom
of the screen to set the delay before the
call is automatically answered

9

FaceTime will answer
after the delay you have
selected (we recommend
15 seconds)
Your senior will have the
opportunity to decline the
call within the delay
period

For more information on this feature, click here.
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Siri & Search

Tap “Siri & Search” on left to access associated settings
Optional: If you want to use Siri, use the
switch in this row to turn Siri ON
• Your iPad will now prompt you to go
through an initial process of setting up
Siri
• Select other Siri options as desired

You may have already set
up Siri as part of the
initial iPad startup process

Use the switches in these three rows to
turn these settings OFF
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Touch ID & Passcode
Decisions on security for your senior’s iPad are deeply personal. Spend some time thinking
about whether you want your senior to use a passcode or whether they are capable of using
Touch ID. Optional settings are noted below.

Tap “Touch ID & Passcode” on left to access settings…

(see above, left)

Scroll down for more settings

Optional: If you want your senior to use
Touch ID to open their iPad, use the switch
in this row to turn this setting ON
• Your iPad will now prompt you to set
up Touch ID
• Change other settings as desired

If you purchased this iPad
for your senior, you may
have already set up Touch
ID as part of the initial
iPad startup process

Use the switches in these rows to adjust
settings:
• Turn Today View setting OFF
• Turn Notification Center setting OFF
• Turn Control Center setting OFF
• Turn Siri setting ON
• Turn Home Control setting OFF
• Turn Return Missed Calls setting OFF
• Turn USB Accessories setting OFF

If you have chosen not to
use Siri for your senior,
turn the Siri setting OFF

Use the switch in this row to turn this
setting OFF

IMPORTANT: If you use
Passcode and leave this
setting ON you risk loss of
data on your iPad

(see above, right)

(see above, right)
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Configure your senior’s Home Screen
Apple has made the Home Screen highly configurable. You may choose any configuration that
you believe is most conducive to your senior’s comfort and usability. We recommend the
following Home Screen configuration as one way to keep things simple and avoid confusion for
your senior.
Home Screen 1

Home Screen 2

Home Screen 3

Home Screen 1

Home Screen 2
Home Screen 3

Life View only
Create a System folder with Settings,
FaceTime, and Skype
Create folders of your choosing and put all
other apps in these folders

If your senior gets lost,
they just need to click the
Home button until they
see Home Screen 1

Suggestion shown
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Dock

Tap and hold on any items in the Dock and
move them to folders on Screen 3

Dock will be blank when
done

Congratulations!
Your iPad is now fully configured for use by your senior loved one. Most sources of
confusion are disabled so your senior can use Connected Life with confidence, not having to
worry about getting lost or doing something that may break the system.
Despite our best efforts, there are still a few ways that the Apple’s iPad features could lead
to confusion. While these are unlikely to happen, you can prevent problems by giving your
loved one this simple instruction:
If you ever get lost, just click the Home button until you see a screen with nothing but the
Life View icon in the upper left corner:

Tap on the Life View icon and you will re-enter Connected Life.

Please let us know about your experience with this setup guide. You can provide comments
by clicking here.
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